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Marriage is the most special moment or day in everyoneâ€™s life. This day comes once in lifetime.
Everyone on this earth likes to receive gifts and presents. Moreover, when the gift is of our own
choice then the happiness is multiplied. Keeping this concept in mind, the idea of wedding gift lists
or wedding list germinated. This list is also known as marriage registry or bridal registry. A website
or a retailer often provides this service. These merchants make this registry available for the soon to
be married couple. The couple will make a list of their gift preference and leave it for the wedding
guests. The list is then made available to the guests either by the merchant itself or by the relatives
of the couples. The guests see the list and buy their choice of gift to present. This list is updated as
and when any of the items is bought.

Wedding list or marriage gift list is a unique concept and help both guests and the couples to make
their choice. The guests do not get confused as to what should they gift the newly married couple
and the couple too can choose a gift that they want as well as they can keep away the unwanted
items as gifts. The auto update feature of the gift registry help avoiding the repetition of the gifts.
This concept is very popular in the western countries. Almost every getting to wed couple uses this
registry for their marriage. Many service providers provide the gift registry service free. However,
few service providers charge for providing the service. This is a very popular concept that is
conceptualized keeping the convenient of both guests and wedding couple in mind.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a wedding gift lists, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a marriage gift list!
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